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The 

arms talks now under way 
^ United States on a collision course with 

between the United States and the the ABM Treaty, upon which the entire 

Soviet Union represent an historic "There exists CI VCldicCll framework of arms control rests, 
opportunity to move away from the ad . . The superpowers now appear on the 

hoc decision-making that has shaped InCOtltputlulllTy verge of an escalation of the arms race that 

nuclear forces since Albert Einstein sent between ClVYnS Control will not only place weapons in space, 
his historic letter to President Roosevelt in , , thereby destroying the prospects of arms 

1939. Einstein warned Roosevelt it was agreements ana reductions, but will also seriously increase 
essential the United States move quickly President Reagan S the risk that one or the other of the adver 
to develop the nuclear bomb. In the half 

rlrpam nf a itrafpvir 
saries will be tempted to start a nuclear 

century that has elapsed since the letter J o war in a crisis. 

was written, the world's inventory of such defense system. To If all these trends continue over the 
weapons has increased from zero to 50,000. haVC rejected offers ttt coming decades, the danger of a global 
The two great power blocks, not yet able 

' '' 
thermonuclear war could become a reality, 

to avoid continuing political conflict and Reykjavik that could It is the recognition of this danger that led 

potential military confrontation, face each 
OVen the door to the President and the Soviet General Sec 

other with nuclear war-fighting strategies \ . retary to propose at Reykjavik dramatic 

and nuclear arsenals capable of destroying HlStOriC uTCaKtUTOUgnS solutions to the current dilemma, 

civilization several times over. Despite that jn arms reductions On 

fact,,he 

nuclear arms race continues to 
^ ^ Flawed^App,caches 

,0 the Current 

In the tense atmosphere of a crisis, WOUld slow the 
each side will feel pressure to delegate dpnlavmpnt nf bDJ « A * the Reykjavik summit in 1986, 
authority to field commanders to employ deployment Oj bUl IS 

AsGeneral Secretary Gorbachev and 
nuclear weapons. Underattack, field com- 

tragically Contrary to President Reagan presented radically dif 
manders will be faced with the choice of 

Security interestsferent approaches to the current nuclear 
using their nuclear weapons or losmg them. V 

dilemma. Gorbachev made a formal offer 
This same dilemma could be faced at the 

national level even before attack. Because 

dilemma. Gorbachev made a formal offer 

that would require both sides to eliminate 

their strategic nuclear weapons within a 

strategic nuclear forces and their complex 
ten-year period. In his January 1986 pro 

command and control systems are per- „a nuclear war cannot be won and must posal he called for the elimination of all 
ceived by some to be vulnerable to a 

not be fought." nuclear weapons, strategic and tactical, by 
preemptive attack, some will advocate the 

The risk that military conflict would the year 2000. Gorbachev's proposal at 
need to use strategic nuclear weapons 

quickiy evoive into nuclear war, leading Reykjavik hinges on a mutual commit 
before they are destroyed. to certajn destruction of our society, is far ment by both sides to abide by the ABM 

At the same time, the West has been 
greater than I am willing to accept on mil- Treaty and thereby severely limit the 

unable to develop realistic plans for using itary< political, or moral grounds. We must development of strategic defenses, 
its nuclear weapons against the Soviet f[nd a means to change course. This con- President Reagan's approach at Rey 
Union. We simply cannot find ways actually viction appears to be shared by nearly all kjavik was based on the need to develop 
to use nuclear weapons that would pro- the world's leaders, including President and deploy strategic defenses. In pursuit 
vide a clear military advantage while 

Reagan and General Secretary Gorbachev. of that goal, the President sought to con 
simultaneously avoiding escalation to an 

Jhe problem, of course, is how to achieve vert the unlimited-duration ABM Treaty, 
all-out nuclear war in which both sides this goal which dearly prohibits development and 
would be catastrophically defeated. Pres- 

Because we lack a long-run plan to testing of all types of space-based ABM 
ident Reagan has apparently recognized reverse course, and the will to implement systems, to a totally different agreement 
this stark reality by stating repeatedly that such a p]an the number of weapons con- that would permit these activities and ter 

tinues to multiply. Moreover, the actions minate the treaty in 10 to 12 years to allow 

Robert S. McNamara is former secretary of both superpowers have taken in the past for full-scale deployment of a nationwide 

defense and president of the World Bank. He six or seven years have considerably strategic defense system. 

currently serves as director on a number of weakened the existing arms control regime. There is, however, a fundamental flaw 

corporate boards and is affiliated with nonprofit Disputes over compliance with arms con- in the approaches taken by President Rea 

organizations concerned with nuclear arms, trol agreements erode the integrity of the gan and Secretary Gorbachev. 

population and development, world hunger, existing arms control framework. More Is a nuclear-free world desirable? I 

and East-West relations. importantly, the SDI program puts the think it would be if it were attainable. 
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and Gerard Smith, "It is possible to reach the desired goal of limitations in the Soviet 

good [arms] agreements, or possible to Union's strategic offensive arms should 

insist on the Star Wars program as it stands, look carefully and objectively at the kind 

but wholly impossible to do both." Reyk- of reductions in Soviet systems we might 

javik has made abundantly clear that the have achieved by simply upholding the 

Soviet Union will not agree to an arms ABM Treaty in Reykjavik, 
control agreement that reduces its stra 

tegic forces unless and until it can get 

acceptable constraints on strategic defenses. The Central Threat to Arms Control 

This is the logical position upon which 

the SALT process was based. And SALT 1 I 'he biggest threat to arms control on 

1 t 

Robert S. McNamara 

was an American initiative. In November A the horizon is the recent speculation 

1966, President Johnson and I first pro- that President Reagan may soon approve 

posed to the Russians that we begin work- a plan for "early deployment" of SDL See 

ing toward limits on strategic forces. We retary of Defense Caspar Weinberger has 

spent a long day at Glassboro, New Jersey, justified this plan on the grounds that it 

in 1967 trying to persuade Premier Aleksei would be the first phase of a thoroughly 

Kosygin that development of strategic reliable defense, designed to protect the 

defenses would fuel the arms competition entire nation. Others will undoubtedly seek 

and increase the danger of war, while con- to justify this deployment on the grounds 

straining defenses would allow for limi- that a partially effective defense would 

However, NATO's current military strat- tations on and then reductions in offensive introduce an element of uncertainty into 

egy and war plans are based on the oppo- 
arms. Five years later, in the SALT I accords, Soviet attack plans and would thereby 

site premise. And many—I would say 
President Nixon finally got Soviet agree- enhance deterrence, 

most—U.S. military and civilian officials, ment on this very same proposition. Technical experts should argue the 

as well as European leaders, hold the view Until there are inventions that have technological merits of the specific system 

that nuclear weapons are a necessary 
not Yet been imagined, a defense robust under devlopment. Suffice it to say that 

deterrent to Soviet aggression with con- and cheap enough to replace deterrence the kinds of weapons being proposed are 

ventional forces. will remain a pipe dream. Given that harsh the very kinds of technologies which have 

A sensible criticism of Gorbachev's reality, President Reagan's claims that been rejected in the past because they sim 

vision is not that it is undesirable, but that defensive forces are "morally preferable" ply cannot be deployed in a cost-effective 

it is infeasible under foreseeable circum- t0 offensive forces and that we have a and survivable manner. These technolo 

stances. Unless it becomes possible to "moral obligation" to pursue them are gies are not the ones that anyone can plau 

develop technologies and procedures to dangerously deceptive, if not irresponsi- sibly argue can be expected to change the 

detect steps toward building nuclear ble. Mutual assured destruction—the vul- fundamental offense-defense equation, 

weapons by our adversaries, an agree- nerability of both superpowers to the What such a deployment will do, 

ment for total nuclear disarmament could destructive power of the nuclear weapons however, is to confirm the existing Soviet 

degenerate into an unstable rearmament °f the other—is not a policy. It is a grim suspicions that we are seeking to develop 

race. Despite the desirability of a world fact of life in the nuclear age. To have a first-strike capability. Why will the Sovi 

without nuclear weapons, an agreement rejected offers at Reykjavik, which could ets suspect that deployment of a partially 

to that end does not appear feasible either open the door to historic breakthroughs effective defense supports a first-strike 

today or for the foreseeable future. in arms reductions, on the grounds that strategy? Because a leaky umbrella offers 

President Reagan's approach was ini- they would slow the development of SDI no protection in a downpour, but is quite 

tiated in March 1983. In the now-famous *s tragically contrary to our security inter- useful in a drizzle. That is, such a defense 

"Star Wars" speech, the President pro- 
ests- would collapse under a full-scale Soviet 

posed his solution to the problem of secu- Those who have criticized the SALT first strike but might cope adequately with 

rity in the nuclear age: the Strategic Defense approach because they say it did not achieve the depleted Soviet forces that survived a 

Initiative. The initial, stated goal of this 

vast program was to create an impenetra 
ble shield to protect the entire nation against 

~ 

a missile attack. And at Reykjavik, the 

President was seeking to protect his sdi "The superpowers now appear on the verge of an 
approach, even at the cost of rejecting the i x- ru , ,rr « r r 

possibility of deep and substantial reduc- escalation of the arms race that will not only place 
tions in both sides'strategic nuclear arms. 

weapons in space, thereby destroying the prospects 
The result was predictable. There exists c , , . , , -n i • ,r • « 

a radical incompatability between arms °f armS reductions, but Will ttlsO increase the risk 

control agreements and President Rea- that one or the other of the adversaries will be 

sr, tempted to a preemptive strike in a time of 
Foreign Affairs article entitled "The Presi- military conflict." 
dent's Choice: Star Wars or Arms Control" 

with McGeorge Bundy, George Kennan — 
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U.S. first-strike. President Reagan recog- If the ABM Treaty is terminated, the United reaching outcomes. First and foremost, we 

nized this dilemma in a little-noted sen- States will face a spiralling arms race in must preserve the integrity of the ABM 

tence in his March 1983 speech: "If paired both defensive and offensive systems, a Treaty, without which we will be unable 

with offensive systems, [defensive sys- competition that will seriously jeopardize even to begin the process of arms reduc 

tems] can be viewed as fostering an strategic stability and will require major tions. That means we must ensure that 

aggressive policy, and no one wants that." increases in the military budget. SDI remains a research program, con 

It would be foolhardy to dismiss as ducted within the constraints of the tra 

mere propaganda the Soviets' repeated ditional interpretation of the ABM Treaty, 

warnings that deployment of even a par- Arms Control Priority: The ABM As long as either side believes it faces the 

tially effective defense would be highly Treaty prospect of a strategic defense, we will 

provocative. Their promise to respond with What approach should the United simply be unable to achieve real reduc 

a large offensive buildup is not an empty States take? Over the long term, we should tions in offensive systems. It is painfully 
threat. In a letter to President Reagan on accept the fact, as the President and Sec- obvious that the key to unlocking the cur 

November 13,1985, regarding Soviet com- retary Shultz did at Reykjavik, that nuclear rent stalemate in arms control is to reaffirm 

pliance, Secretary of Defense Weinberger weapons serve no useful military pur- the ABM Treaty as it has traditionally been 

explained that we would react to a Soviet pose, except to deter one's opponent from interpreted. The importance of this issue 

defense in much the same way they have their use. That premise should be incor- to the prospect for arms control under this 

said they would respond to ours: "Even a porated into our national strategy so that and future administrations cannot be 

probable territorial defense would require overemphasized. 
us to increase the number of our offensive - Second, we should build on the stra 

forces and their ability to penetrate Soviet tegic offensive arms reduction framework 

defenses to assure that our operational "TUp i/J-Hmntp annl 
°f 1/600 launchers and 6,000 warheads 

plans could be executed." o tentatively agreed to at Reykjavik. Deep 
As far as the Geneva arms talks are should be a state of reductions, on the order of 50 percent of 

concerned, an "early deployment" deci- 
tnutual deteVYetlCe at present forces, should be pursued with an 

sion simply underscores the bankruptcy eye towards enhancing crisis stability. Both 

of the administration's "strategic concept" trie lOlVeSt levels sides should be encouraged through arms 

for a cooperative shift to a Star Wars world. 
Consistent with 

control to reduce their dependence on 

Although Ambassador Paul Nitze and . .... „ threatening multiple warhead delivery 
others have said that strategic defensive StatJlllTy. systems and vulnerable basing modes, 

forces should not be deployed other than Third, preserving the integrity of the 

in accordance with the terms of an arms ABM Treaty does not mean that we must 

control agreement, it is wholly impossible agree to the Soviets' demand that our SDI 

to negotiate such an agreement. It is sim- our military plans, our defense budgets, research be carried out "within the walls 

ply inconceivable that either side would our weapons development and deploy- of the laboratory." We can continue, as the 

ultimately agree to reduce offensive forces ment programs, and our arms negotia- President has proposed, to probe the tech 

at the same time that territorial defenses tions are based on that proposition. The nological potential of defense systems. But 

are permitted. Under such circumstances, ultimate goal should be a state of mutual we must not move into unrestricted devel 

neither side would have adequate confi- deterrence at the lowest force levels con- opment and testing. This would be a clear 

dence in ensuring its most important sistent with stability. violation of the treaty. And it would serve 

national security goal: maintaining an If the Soviet Union and the United to fuel Soviet fears that we mean to deploy 
effective deterrent against nuclear attack. States were to agree, in principle, that each the system at a time of our choosing, in 

It can be said without qualification that we side's nuclear force would be no larger violation of the treaty. It would confirm 

cannot have both deployment of Star Wars than was needed to deter a nuclear attack their belief that we are seeking to achieve 

and arms control. by the other, how might the size and com- a first-strike capability. 
The most immediate result of an "early position of such a limited force be deter- In sum, it is time to change course, 

deployment" of the kind being proposed mined? A critical factor in answering this Both President Reagan and General Sec 

will be the utter destruction of the ABM question will be our ability to detect pos- retary Gorbachev recognize this. The pro 

Treaty. Even under the administration's sible cheating in such an agreement. With posals put forward at Reykjavik for sub 

"broad" interpretation of the ABM Treaty, our present verification technology, we can stanial reductions in strategic offensive 

the development and testing of kinetic already police an arms agreement, even if forces, if further developed and incorpo 

energy ABM systems and components in it restricted each side to a small number rated in formal agreements, would rep 

space appears to be prohibited and would of warheads. The number required for a resent the first step toward the long-term 

put the United States in violation of the force large enough to deter cheating would goals that will ensure peace in the nuclear 

treaty very soon after a decision was made. be determined by the number the Soviets age. MS 

Furthermore, deployment of this type of could build without detection by NATO 

area defense would violate not only the and U.S. means of intelligence. Presently, 

specific constraints in Article III and Arti- there are no authoritative studies that point 
cle V but would also be a material breach to what that number might be, but surely 
of the parties' fundamental obligation in it would not exceed a few hundred; very 
Article I "not to deploy ABM systems for possibly it would be far fewer, 

a defense of the territory of its country and In the near term, however, we must 

not to provide a base for such a defense." set our sights on significant, but less far 
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